Clinical and subclinical autonomic dysfunction in chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy.
Autonomic neuropathy, although common in Guillain-Barré syndrome, is considered rare in chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP) and has not been systematically investigated in that disorder. The present study was aimed at determining the prevalence of autonomic dysfunction and investigating the integrity of autonomic nervous system (ANS) reflexes in CIDP. We studied 17 patients with idiopathic CIDP and 20 healthy controls. Six quantitative autonomic function tests (AFTs) were used: Valsalva ratio, 30/15 ratio, and inspiration-expiration difference for parasympathetic function; and tilt test, handgrip test, and sympathetic skin response for sympathetic function. Eleven patients had symptoms of autonomic dysfunction. AFTs were abnormal in 13 patients. Parasympathetic and sympathetic systems were affected with equal frequency. The tilt test was abnormal most frequently, followed by the 30/15 ratio. Three patients developed postural hypotension with loss of consciousness during the tilt test. Abnormality of AFTs did not correlate with the presence of dysautonomic symptoms; duration, severity, and clinical course of the disease; or with age or gender of patients. Our study suggests a higher frequency of clinical and subclinical involvement of the ANS in CIDP than previously estimated. Dysautonomic symptoms are frequent but are mild. However, upon prolonged passive standing, autonomic failure can lead to loss of consciousness. The subclinical involvement of the ANS affects mainly the sympathetic vasomotor and parasympathetic cardiovascular fibers.